Abstract-Polar coding is a code construction method that can be used to construct capacity-achieving codes for binaryinput channels with certain symmetries. Polar coding may be considered as a generalization of Reed-Muller (RM) coding. Here, we demonstrate the performance advantages of polar codes over RM codes under belief-propagation decoding.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
OLAR coding is a code construction method that can achieve the capacity of symmetric binary-input discrete memoryless channels such as the binary symmetric channel (BSC) and binary erasure channel (BEC). This technique was introduced and theoretically analyzed in [1] . The aim of this letter is to give some experimental results to show the practical utility of polar coding. Specifically, we demonstrate how to use the polar coding idea to improve the performance of Reed Muller (RM) codes [2] , [3] without increasing their encoding and decoding complexity.
II. RM CODES
Let G RM (n, n) denote the generator matrix of an nth order RM code of block-length N = 2 n . Using the well-known Plotkin construction for RM codes, we may take (1) where F = 1 0 1 1 and F ⊗n denotes the nth tensor power of F . The rth order RM code RM(r, n) can then be defined as the linear code with generator matrix G RM (r, n) which is obtained by taking the rows of G RM (n, n) with Hamming weights ≥ 2 n−r . For example, G RM (3, 3) is given by 
III. POLAR CODES For any N = 2 n , n ≥ 1, and 1 ≤ K ≤ N , an (N, K) polar code is a block code whose generator matrix
⊗n constructed in accordance with the following procedure. First, we compute the vector (N log N ) .
As an example, consider the case n = 3. Then, we have The non-equivalence of RM codes and polar codes becomes commonplace as the code order n increases and significant performance advantages begin to emerge in favor of polar codes, as we will show in the next section by experimental results.
As Forney [4] showed, RM codes can be regarded as codes on graphs, and, hence, decoded by BP decoders. Since polar 1089-7798/08$25.00 c 2008 IEEE codes are subcodes of the full RM(n, n) codes, they, too, can be decoded by BP decoders. In this paper, we consider solely BP decoding of RM and polar codes. Using Forney's factor graph representation for RM codes, it is easy to see that the encoding and BP-decoding complexities of RM and polar codes are both O(N log N ) where N is the code block-length.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
First, we give a result, as presented in Table I , for the case (N, K) = (32, 16), which is the smallest instance for which RM and polar codes differ. This table gives the bit error rate (BER) performance of (32,16) RM and polar codes over BECs with various erasure probabilities. (The final row of the table corresponds to a different type of polar coding scheme that will be discussed in the next section.) Each entry in this table was obtained by simulating the transmission of 10,000 codewords. To minimize statistical fluctuations, we used the same set of 10,000 channel realizations for all three entries in each column. Maximum number of iterations in BP decoding was set to 60, allowing each node in the code's factor graph to be visited up to 60 times. Table I does not provide sufficient evidence to conclude that polar codes are better than RM codes. However, as we consider codes with larger block-lengths, it does not take too long to obtain such evidence. To that end, we will consider codes of length N = 256 with dimensions K as given in Table II In Table III we show simulation results for RM codes of length N = 256 over a BEC. Results for competing polar codes are presented in Table IV . Comparison of the two sets of results shows that polar codes have a clear performance advantage. In these tables, and the ones that follow, we obtained each entry by simulating the transmission of 1000 codewords, with the maximum number of iterations in the BP decoder equal to 60. Blank entries in tables correspond to cases where code rate is above channel capacity.
Performance results for RM and polar codes on a BSC are shown in Tables VI and VII, respectively. Performances under antipodal signaling (in which code bits are mapped to channel inputs ±1) over an additive Gaussian noise channel (AGNC) are shown in Tables VIII and IX. Inspection of these tables again shows a distinct performance advantage for polar codes over RM codes. We have observed experimentally that such advantages become even more pronounced as the code blocklength is increased.
V. CHANNEL-SPECIFIC CODE CONSTRUCTION
One important property of the code construction rule (4) is that it is channel-independent; we use the same rule for constructing codes for any binary-input channel. Results in [1] show that if one uses polar code construction rules that are tailored to the specific channel on which the code will be used, one may expect better performance at the expense of more complexity in code construction (but not in encoding and decoding of the resulting code). In fact, it is proved in [1] that such channel-specific rules can achieve channel capacity.
The channel-specific polar code construction rule given in [1] has a simple form for the class of BECs. For a BEC with erasure probability , the rule is the same as above except the recursion in (4) begins with z 1,1 = . Thus, the code construction method that we considered above is actually tailored for a BEC with erasure rate 1/2, but it happens to work well for other channels as well. This is significant in that it shows the robustness of the rule against uncertainties and variations in channel parameters.
If we construct (32, 16) polar codes tailored to specific BECs, we obtain the performance given in the last row of Table I , which matches the best performance available by either the RM code or the fixed polar code for the same scenario. Advantages of channel-tailored polar coding is illustrated further by Table V, which gives performance results for channel-adapted polar codes of length N = 256. Comparison of Tables V and IV shows that significant BER improvements are possible by channel-specific constructions.
Unfortunately, the exact code construction rule for arbitrary binary-input channels is too complicated to be given here. We will conclude by suggesting a heuristic method instead: given an arbitrary binary-input channel with capacity C bits, use the polar code that is matched to the BEC with erasure rate = 1 − C, i.e., the BEC that has same capacity as the given channel. This rule has yielded good results in experiments. 
